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Cassava originated and domesticated in central Brazil in more than 7000 years becoming a so 
important crop with extraordinary starch yielding and extremely tolerance to drought and barren 
soil conditions. Genetically, cassava is highly heterozygosity bottlenecked the conventional 
breeding. In the study, wild ancestor species and cultivars with significant difference in tuber root 
yield, starch content and reproductive habits were used for whole genome sequencing with the 
next generation sequencing technology to illustrate the molecular evolution and discover 
valuable genes in genome and transcriptomic level. Two reference genomes, W14 and KU50 
have been assembled with over 70% coverage of genome in size and 97% coverage of gene 
regions, respectively. An integrated genetic map was constructed by merging contigs, BAC 
based physic map, BAC end sequenced, chromosomes in situ BAC located and molecular 
marker linkage maps. 
It is revealed that cassava genome is still in higher heterozygosity with self SNP frequency of 
1/257 bp for wild species W14 and 1/286 bp for cultivar KU50. There are complicated diversities 
among W14, KU50 and AM560 (a cultivar selfing S3 generation sequenced by JGI) and it is 
shown that diversity decreasing in evolution from ancestor to cultivar according to variation 
evident of SNPs, Indels and Repeats. Large amount of SNPs among wild species and cultivars 
has been released which available to genotyping and MAS breeding.  
Findings relative to special pathways on starch accumulation and drought tolerance were 
deciphered by deep annotation of genome/transcriptome and verification among 4 genotypes. 
Some of key genes encoding important enzymes in starch metabolism, carotene biosynthesis as 
SuSy, INV, PPDK, ADPG and ALDO have been identified in tuber root of cassava. Meanwhile, a 
series of miRNAs and their targets of mainly transcription factors, signal receptor proteins etc. 
have been elucidated play important role in cassava adaption to drought and cold stresses. 
Comparative genomics analysis among cassava, Jatropha and castor bean in Eurphorbiceace 
found coherence of gene divergence in the most of the biological process and the unique gene 
families in each species.  
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